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Lately, I have noticed an undesirable trend of QA wanting 
to become more involved in process characterization 
(PC), the laboratory scale work that enhances process 
understanding and provides the information required to 
draft Process Performance Qualification (PPQ) protocols. 
Why do I say this is undesirable?

IMPORTANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN QA 
AND PC
The role of QA in assuring the safe and efficacious commercial 
and clinical manufacturing of pharmaceuticals is essential and 
unquestioned. But PC is not manufacturing. Manufacturing is or 
should be repeatable, reproducible and predictable. And as such, 
manufacturing is amenable to SOPs, protocols and pre-approved 
acceptance criteria. QA adds value by ensuring SOPs are followed, 
protocols are faithfully executed, pre-approved acceptance criteria 
are met, and investigations are faithfully completed.

On the other hand, while PC may have some of the features of 
a manufacturing activity, such as limited use of SOPs to ensure 
standardization, it is firmly in the research and development 
bucket. PC experiments—and that is what they are, experiments—
explore the process design space to determine the regions that 
provide acceptable quality product and process performance 
as well as regions to avoid. This is essentially unknown territory 
hardly amenable to rigid pre-approved acceptance criteria.

SDMS AT ISSUE AND WHY A ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL 
APPROACH WILL NOT WORK
Imposition of typical manufacturing grade quality assurance 
policies onto PC activities will needlessly slow down progress 
without adding value. Worse, decisions by inappropriately applied 
QA procedures could be counter-productive. I know of a case 
where QA insisted on pre-approved protocols for qualifying scale-
down models (SDMs) before they can be used for PC studies. 
What’s wrong with that?



SDM qualification is not a one-size-fits all for every unit operation 
for every product and process. For example, in the case in 
question, all unit operations met the acceptance criteria, except 
one. For the exception, there was an offset in a critical quality 
attribute (CQA) between the SDM and the full-scale system. 
Because of this, QA insisted that the SDM could not be used for PC 
studies. This was nonsense, of course. Because of this one offset, 
should we believe this SDM is 100% useless for the purpose of 
enhancing process understanding? Of course not!

First, there are case studies where SDMs exhibiting offsets were 
indeed used, if not for the CQA in question, at least for exploring 
other CQAs and process performance attributes. Of course, one 
needs to make a convincing scientific case both to themselves 
and to regulators (eventually in 3.2.S.2.6 of the CTD) that the 

SDM studies are relevant to the at-scale process. Moreover, for 
the example in question, there was strong scientific data outside 
of the SDM qualification protocol indicating SDM relevance. 
For the at-scale process, data existed indicating that increasing 
process parameter X caused a reproducible change in the CQA. 
The SDM experiments demonstrated that same effect, only 
with an offset. The SDM demonstrated the same trend as the 
at-scale process! That’s exactly what we would want, right? Yet, 
a typical QA approach would needlessly discard such an SDM as 
being inadequate.

This is not to say a QA-like outlook is of no value to PC activities. 
It’s just that the QA approach needs to be adapted to be more 
suitable to what is essentially an R&D activity that can’t simply be 
cut and pasted from a typical manufacturing template.
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